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Abstract
This research is proposed to answer three problem. First, the rules of international law in the 
protection of the marine environment from oil pollution originating from vessel. Second, efforts were 
made by the three littoral countries cooperation in preventing, reducing and controlling oil pollution 
originating from vessel in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore. Third, the role of the government 
of Indonesia in prevention, reduce and control oil pollution originating from vessel in the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore. This research is normative research using qualitative research methods. The 
research approach using statute approach and case approach. The results of this research shows that 
international law has been comprehensively regulate the protection of the marine environment from 
pollution by oil originating ships: the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 
1982, The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ship (MARPOL) 73/78, 
International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness 1980, the Civil Liability Convention for Oil 
Damage (CLC) 1992 and the Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for 
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (FUND) 1992. Second, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore as states bordering the straits cooperate with other stakeholders (user states, user 
industries, IMO, NGOs) have established a cooperation mechanism in the form of cooperative 
forums, project coordination committee and the Aids to Navigation Fund. Third, Indonesia through its 
laws and regulations have ensured the prevention, reduction and control of oil pollution originating 
from vessel through Act No. 17 of 2008 on Shipping, Government Regulation No. 21 of 2010 on 
the Protection of Maritime Environment, and Presidential Decree No. 109 in 2006 on Disaster 
Emergency Due to Oil Spill in the ocean.
Keywords: Marine environment, Malacca-Singapore Strait, oil pollution, 
MARPOL 73/78, CLC 1992, FUND 1992
I. INTRODUCTION
Malacca-Singapore Strait, lies between the eastern island of Su-
matra (Indonesia), the Western Peninsula (Malaysia) and Singapore 
Island1. While the Singapore Strait, lies in the east of the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore, west of the South China Sea, south of the is-
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1  International Hydrographic Organization, 1953, Limits of Ocean and Seas, Monte-
carlo, page. 123.
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land of Singapore and Johor, Riau archipelago north2. In addition, a 
very strategic location, linking the Indian Ocean with the South China 
Sea and the Pacific Ocean, where the Straits of Malacca and Singa-
pore also shorten the trade route from the Persian Gulf toward East 
Asia. Several studies have shown the Straits of Malacca and Singapore 
silt rate of one to two kilometers a year3. Both strait issued by the U.S. 
Defence Mapping Agency as the most difficult navigational passage 
in the world due to shifting of bottom sand, tidal ranges and strong 
tidal currents4.
Although those straits are not included in the category of interna-
tional straits, the Straits of Malacca and Singapore straits are rec-
ognized as straits used for international navigation) stipulated in the 
United Nations Convention Law Of the Sea (UNCLOS) 1982. Some 
experts claim that the Straits of Malacca and Singapore are the most 
important straits in the world because through by most of the world 
trading commodities. It is estimated more than 50,000 ships cross the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore each year with one third of world 
trade commodities5, a quarter of trade in goods and a half6 of the 
world’s oil distribution. In 2006, an estimated 15 million barrels of oil 
per day passing through the Straits of Malacca and Singapore7.
Historically and legally, the Straits of Malacca and Singapore are 
straits used for international navigation. Status of the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore is reinforced by UNCLOS in Article 37 and 
Article 35. In UNCLOS, straits used for international navigation are 
the straits between one part of the high seas or an exclusive economic 
2 Ibid.
3 Peter Tillman in Craig J. Capon, 1998, “The Strait of Oil Pollution in The Malacca 
Strait: Arguing For a Broad Interpretation of The United Nations Convention on The 
Law of The Sea”, Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal 7 (1), page. 119.
4 Tommy H. Purwaka, 1998, “Control of Marine Pollution in The Straits of Malacca 
and Singapore: Modalities for International Cooperation”, Singapore Journal of Inter-
national & Comparative Law, page. 453.
5 Abd Rahim Bin Hussin, 2005, “The Management Of Strait Malacca: Burden Shar-
ing As The Basis For Cooperation”, Lima International Maritime Conference, Lang-
kawi, http://community.middlebury.edu/~scs/docs/rahim-present.pdf
6 Donald B. Freeman. 2005. “The Strait of Malacca:Gateway or Gantllet”, University 
of Toronto Quarterly, 74(1) hlm. 528-530.
7 http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/World_Oil_Transit_Chokepoints/Full.html
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zone and another part of the high seas or an exclusive economic zone8. 
The provision is excepted for any area of internal waters t within a 
strait, unless where the establishment of a straight baseline has the 
effect of enclosing as internal waters areas which had not previously 
been considered as such9. Nonetheless, the regime of passage through 
straits used for international navigation shall not affect the legal 
status of waters (strait) or implementation of the sovereignty or 
jurisdiction of States bordering straits on the waters, air space, bed 
and subsoil10. Rights regimes applicable in straits used for international 
navigation are transit passage and innocent passage. Transit passage, 
exercise of freedom of navigation and over flight solely for the pur-
pose of continuous and expeditious transit, between one part of the high 
seas or an exclusive economic zone and another part of the high seas or 
an exclusive economic zone.
Straits conditions cause problems for vessels navigating belonging 
Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs). In addition, many rocks, reefs and 
ocean currents in the opposite increase the potential for shipwrecks, 
sunken ships, and collisions between ships. Noted shipwreck there a 
few times (both oil tankers and cargo ships) that resulted in the spill-
ing of charge to the marine environment in the Straits of Malacca and 
Singapore, which are:
Table 1. Ship accident in the Straits Malacca and Singapore
Year Accident
1967 Tokyo Maru ship collided with a capacity of 150,000 dwt
1971 Arabian tanker and eugenic S. Niarcos sink
1975
Japanese tanker Showa Maru crashing the rocks and spilling 
3400 tons of crude oil
1975
The collision between cargo ships and tankers Vystak Diego 
spilling 6000 tons of crude oil into the mangrove forest in 
the Malaka Peninsula
1978 U.S. tanker collision spilling one million gallons of oil
1979 Liberian tanker collision spilling three million gallons of oil
8 See Article 37 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
9 See Article 35 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
10 See Article 34 (1) United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
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1983 Greek tankers Monemvasia crashing strait base and 
spilling of 1.2 million gallons of crude oil
1988 Bahamas Century tanker collided with another ship and spilling 3.1 million gallons of crude oil
1992 U.S. destroyer collided with a merchant ship
1992
Greek cruise ship Royal Pacific collided with a fishing vessel 
that spilling fuel
1992
Japan tanker Nagasaki Spirit collided with the Ocean 
Blessing spilling 2000 tonnes of crude oil
1993 Collision between tanker Maersk Navigator with Sanko Honour
1997 Super tanker crashing a cargo ship and killed 29 fishermen
2000
MT. Natuna Sea (tanker) grounded in the waters of 
Sambu Island and spilling 7000 tons heavy crude oil
2010
The collision between the MT Bunga Kelana 3, the St 
Vincent, The Grenadines-and, MV Waily spilling 2500 tons 
of crude oil
Sources: J. Capon11, Kementerian Perhubungan12, dan Maritime and Port Authority 
of Singapore (MPA)13
Based on Article 43 of UNCLOS, the users states and states bor-
dering the strait should by agreement, cooperate in the establishment 
and maintenance navigational and safety aids or other improvements 
in aid of international navigation and cooperate for the prevention, 
reduction and control of pollution from ships14. The three littoral states, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore have been coordinating since the 
1960’s. A few years later the consultation process agreed Joint State-
11 Craig J. Capon, Loc.cit, page. 123-124.
12 Direktorat Kesatuan Penjagaan Laut dan Pantai, 2010, “Strategi Penanganan Pence-
maran Laut Sebagai Implementasi UU 17/2008, PP 21/2010 dan Perpres 109/2006”, 
disampaikan pada Roundtable Discussion Upaya Penanganan Pencemaran Laut 
Dalam Rangka Penerapan PP 21 Tahun 2010 tentang Perlindungan Lingkungan 
Maritime, Kementerian Perhubungan RI, hlm. 2
13 Collision between MT Bunga Kelana 3 and MV Waily in the Singapore Strait - 
Update , http://www.mpa.gov.sg/sites/global_navigation/news_center/mpa_news/mpa_
news_detail.page?filename=n100 525.xml,
14 See Article 43 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
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ment on 16 November 1971 which stated the importance of tripartite 
cooperation for the safety of shipping in the Straits of Malacca and 
Singapore. After Showa Maru sinking, formed the Tripartite Techni-
cal Experts Group (TTEG) with the aim to promote safety of shipping 
and protection of the marine environment in the Straits of Malacca and 
Singapore. TTEG formulate Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) and form 
Under Keel Clearance / UKC (depth of water under the boat needed to 
pass safely by 3.5 meters). TSS and UKC are product of regional coop-
eration to prevent and to decrease marine pollution from ships also to 
prevent collisions and vessel leakage. Implementation of TSS and UKC 
were effective to reduce the number of accidents in the straits. Regional 
cooperation is also supported by other stakeholders such as the user’s 
country, shipping companies, as well as the IMO (International Mari-
time Organization). TSS system management, including navigational 
aid is managed with the help of Japan (the main user of the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore) through the Malacca Straits Council.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
1. How does international law govern the protection of the marine en-
vironment from pollution from ships?
2. What are the efforts made by the three littoral countries coopera-
tion in preventing, reducing and controlling oil pollution originating 
from ships in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore?
3. How are the role of the Indonesian government to prevent, reduce 
and control oil pollution originating from ships in the Straits of Ma-
lacca and Singapore?
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. Type of Research
This research is normative legal research is research conducted 
by examining library materials or secondary data consisting of primary 
legal materials, secondary legal materials and tertiary legal materials. 
The materials are arranged systematically, examined, and then com-
pared and the conclusions drawn in relation to the matter under research.
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2. Sources of Research Data
The type of data used in the writing of this law is a secondary 
data is data obtained from library materials such as descriptions indi-
rectly obtained through the study of literature, documentary materials, 
scientific literature and other written sources.
a. Primary legal materials, are binding legal materials, some major, 
namely: the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS) 1982, The International Convention for the Prevention 
of Pollution from Ship (MARPOL) 73/78, International Convention 
on Oil Pollution Preparedness 1980, the Civil Liability Conven-
tion (CLC) 1992, Act No. 17 of 2008 on Shipping, Government 
Regulation No. 21 of 2010 on the Protection of Marine environ-
ment, and Presidential Decree No. 109 of 2006 on Disaster Emer-
gency Due to Oil Spill Sea.
b. Secondary legal materials are of legal materials that explain the pri-
mary legal materials, ie materials that shed light on the primary 
legal materials, such as the results of scientific scholars, research, 
books, newspapers, magazines, related documents, internet and 
papers relating to the protection of the marine environment in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore against pollution from ships.
c. Materials tertiary law, which describes the primary legal materi-
als and secondary legal materials such as Black’s Law Dictionary.
3. Data Analysis Techniques
Analysis of the data is in the form doing the activities in the research 
study or the study of the data processing that assisted with the theo-
ries that have been found previously. Data analysis techniques used in 
legal research using qualitative methods that are research procedures 
which produce descriptive data. As in the case study approach, this 
research approach legislation (statute approach) and approach the case 
(case approach). The use of statutory approaches used through the col-
lection and analysis of international agreements relating to the marine 
environment as well as national legislation related. The use of the ap-
proach through a case study of some cases of environmental contamina-
tion that occurred in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore.
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IV. ANALYSIS
A. INTERNATIONAL LAW TO PROTECT THE MARINE ENVIRON-
MENT FROM OIL POLLUTION FROM SHIPS THE SOURCED
1. Principles for the Protection of the Marine Environment
a. Sovereignty over Natural Resources and Responsibilities Not Cause 
Damage to the Environment of Other States or to Areas beyond Na-
tional Jurisdiction
 Sovereignty is the main characteristic of a state, become a key 
principle in international law, including sovereignty over natural 
resources. Recognition of the sovereignty of natural resources was 
first set out in the UN General Assembly Resolution No. 1803 of 
1962 on Permanent Sovereignty of Natural Resources. Resolution 
states that the right of every nation and every states on the perma-
nent sovereignty of the natural wealth and natural resources shall 
be carried out within the framework of development state and 
welfare of the people. Further stated that the exploration, develop-
ment, and regulation as well as the import of foreign capital must 
be in accordance with the rules and conditions of the nation and 
the state. Sovereignty reflect the inherent right of the main state-
owned and to control the exploitation and use of natural resources 
that, with due regard to the interests of its citizens.
 The principle is accommodated in Principle 21on Stockholm Decla-
ration which states that states under the UN Charter and princi-
ples of international law, have sovereignity to exploit its natural 
resources and the responsibility to ensure that activities within its 
jurisdiction do not cause damage to the environment of other States 
or of areas in beyond national jurisdiction of a country. The addi-
tion of the principle of the responsibility to not cause damage to the 
environment of other states derived from customary international 
law, namely the principle sic tuo ut alienum non utere laedas con-
tained in the basic range of international judicial decisions such 
as Trail Smelter Arbitration , Corfu Channel Case, Lake Lanoux 
Arbitration and the Nuclear Test Case. Based on this principle, 
the states have sovereignty over its territory and carry out activities 
in the territory, but the implementation of such sovereignty shall not 
violate international law. The recognition of the sovereignty also 
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contained in Article 2 paragraph (3) of UNCLOS which states 
that sovereignty over the territorial sea is subject to the provisions 
implemented by this Convention and other rules of international 
law. Article 193 of UNCLOS requires the implementation of the 
states sovereignty over the exploitation of natural resources must 
comply with the environmental policy without forgetting liability 
protection and preservation of the marine environment.
b. Principles of Prevention
 The prevention principle can be found in Principle 21 of the 
Stockholm Declaration, Principle 2 of the Rio Declaration and the 
decision of the Arbitration Trail Smelter Case. On transboundary 
pollution case, each country was asked to implement two obliga-
tions, the first to take the necessary steps in good faith; second, to 
regulate public and private activities that are the subject of its juris-
diction15. Prevention means protection and preservation, as provid-
ed for in Article 192 UNCLOS that states are obliged to protect and 
preserve the marine environment. Prevention include planning and 
managing ecological, including monitoring, notification, exchange 
of information with the completeness of the rules of procedure and 
institutions at the national level
c. Precautionary Principle
 Precautionary principle emphasizes that the lack of scientific evi-
dence should not be a reason to delay in efforts to prevent damage 
environmental. Environmental problems are often developed in 
obscurity conditions. Scientific data is not necessarily sufficient 
to determine that an activity has the potential to cause environmen-
tal damage16. Therefore, it is necessary prevention for preparation 
uncertainty or alleged damages when there is no irrefutable proof 
that damage will occur17. Precautionary principle is applied in the 
1992 Rio Declaration requires it to use only for threats of serious 
or irreversible environmental damage. Thus, this principle cannot 
be applied to all risk regulation.
d. Cooperation
15 Alexandre Kiss & Dinah Shelton, 2007, International Environmental Law, Marti-
nus Nijhoff Publishers, page.91
16 Jonathan Remy Nash, 2007, “Standing and The Precautionary Principle”,Chicago 
Working Paper, No. 178, hlm. 20 [online] http://ssrn.com/abstract_id=1011937
17 Alexandre Kiss & Dinah Shelton, Op.Cit., page.95.
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 Article 74 of the Statute of the United Nations is declared the impor-
tance of the principles of good neighboorlines in the field of social 
economy and trade18, including cooperation in the environmental 
field. This principle is derived from customary international law 
utere tio sic et alienum non laedas19. This principle is reflected in 
various international treaties, the International Court decisions and 
state practice. Cooperation in environmental protection written in 
the non-binding text, starting from Stockholm. In Declaration Prin-
ciple 27 of the Stockholm Declaration also stated that such co-
operation must exist between the State-Country to the community 
within the framework of good faith. Rio Declaration also stressed 
the importance of cooperation in Principle 5 and Principle 27 
which emphasizes the good faith and the development of in-
ternational law within the framework of sustainable development.
 Setting this partnership principle are binding international agree-
ments, in particular the cooperation of marine protected under Ar-
ticle 187 of UNCLOS which states that States should cooperate 
globally and regionally directly or through competent international 
organizations in formulating and explaining rules, standards -stand-
ard and recommended practices internationally and procedures con-
sistent with this Convention for the purpose of protection and pres-
ervation of the marine environment, taking into account regional 
characteristics typical.
e. Polluter Pay Principle
 The polluter pays principle is a model of allocation and reduction 
of environmental damage and accountability from the polluter (in-
dividuals, companies and states) to pay the costs of pollution20. 
OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment Cooperation) establishes this principle as a principle of eco-
nomic and effective measure in the allocation of funds for pollu-
18 Members of the United Nations also agree that their policy in respect of the ter-
ritories to which
this Chapter applies… must be based on the general principle of good-neighborliness, 
due account being taken of the interests and well-being of the rest of the world, in 
social, economic, and commercial matters, UN Charter 1945
19 Philippe Sands, Op.Cit., hlm. 249
20 Boris N.Mamlyuk, 2007, “Analyzing the Polluter Pays Principle Through Law and 
Economics”, Southeastern Environmental Law Journal, 18 (1), page. 280.
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tion prevention and control measures by states. Implementation of 
polluter pay principle is allocation of economic obligations in rela-
tion to environment harm activities, especially in terms of account-
ability, the use of the economic instrument of accession, including 
competition and subsidies21. Disincentive such penalties and civil 
liability can also be seen as part of this principle22. In addition to 
be applied at the regional level, the polluter pays principle is applied 
at the international level in Principle 16 of the Rio Declaration, the 
Convention and the OSPAR Convention on the Baltic Sea.
f. Sustainable Development Principle
 The term sustainable development is expressed in a Brutland report 
in 1987 stating present development should consider the needs of 
future generations. Furthermore, in Principle 4 of the Rio Decla-
ration stated that in order to achieve sustainable development, en-
vironmental protection should be an integral unity with the devel-
opment process. Such an approach requires a long-term strategy, 
including social impact assessment, risk analysis, cost and benefit 
analysis, and resource calculation23. Some international judicial de-
cisions also use this principle as a consideration in its decision, 
the ICJ in the case of one-Nagymaros Gabcikkovo24. Appeal Body 
WTO also use this principle in deciding the case of Shrimp / Tur-
tle. ICJ advisory opinion in the case of Legality of Use of Nuclear 
Weapons, the ICJ found environment is not an abstraction but rep-
resents the living space, quality of life, and health of living beings, 
including unborn generations25. The four basic elements in various 
international agreements that are part of this principle, among oth-
ers, the principle of intergenerational equity, the principle of sus-
tainable use, the principle of equality within a generation, as well 
as the principle of unification26.
g. Principle Common But Different Responsibility
 There are two main variables in this principle. First, shared responsi-
bility which describes the distribution of obligations by two or more 
21 Philippe Sands, Op.Cit.
22 Alexandre Kiss & Dinah Shelton, Op.Cit., page. 96
23 Ibid, page. 97
24 ICJ Report 78 Slovakia V Hongaria (1997),Para 140
25 ICJ Reports,226 (1996)
26 Philippe Sands, Op.Cit.,hlm. 254
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states to the protection of environmental resources27. Common re-
sponsibility applies to both environmental resources under the sov-
ereignty of a country and outside the sovereignty of any country. In 
the context of law of sea, states obligation to help protection of the 
environment of other states appear in Article 39 of UNCLOS, which 
requires ships to comply with international rules and regulations of 
the states about coast prevention, reduction and control of pollution 
when the transit passage. Even in Article 19 of UNCLOS, a passage 
of a foreign ship that resulted pollution can be considered prejudicial 
to the peace, order and security of the coastal states. In sea area that 
is not within the jurisdiction of any state remains in effect shared 
responsibility as stipulated in Article 145 and 192 UNCLOS. The 
second variable is different responsibilities which explain that the 
state’s obligation to protect the environment in different environ-
mental standards is adjusted to the needs and conditions, the eco-
nomic development of the country as well as the contribution of the 
history of environmental problems.
2.  International Convention Related to Marine Environment Protection 
of Oil Pollution from Vessel
a. International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL) 1973
 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ship, 
1973, and amendments of 1978 (MARPOL 1978) and Annex I (oil 
pollution prevention) govern about the technical prevention oil 
spill from the ship which must be adhered by the ship owners, 
ship operators and state party . Provisions of MARPOL 73/78 more 
set on preventing oil spills from vessel operations. Nevertheless 
MARPOL 73/78 also regulates the prevention of pollution from ac-
cidents, although not regulate the navigation settings as preventive 
aspects.
b. Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Coopera-
tion 1990 (OPRC)
 This Convention governs the oil pollution emergency plan, report-
27 Ntale Mustapher, Rethinking the Application of the Principle of ‘Common but Dif-
ferentiated Responsibilities’ in the International Climate Legal Framework, Faculty of 
Law, Islamic University In Uganda, page. 2 [online] http://ssrn.com/abstract=1312282
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ing procedures, national systems in the preparation and control pol-
lution, as well as international cooperation in pollution response.
c. Convention on the Civil Liability for Oil Damage (CLC) 1969 and 
its Protocol 1976 and 1992
 CLC 1992 applies the principle of strict liability, in which the owner 
of the vessel at the time of the accident liable to pay compensation 
of any losses incurred. However, compensation in the CLC 1992 
is limited, unless the pollution is the result of deliberate opator 
proven or vessel owner or omissions which are clearly unknown 
consequences.
d. Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Com-
pensation for Oil Pollution Damage (FUND) 1992
 This Convention has two purposes. First, provide additional compen-
sation to victims of pollution damage in cases where compensation 
CLC 1969 is inadequate or unavailable. Second, it provides assist-
ance to ship owners in relation to additional financial burden imposed 
on them by the CLC 1969, such assistance to be subject to the compli-
ance requirements for safety at sea and other conventions.
B. TRILATERAL COOPERATION IN THE PREVENTION, RE-
DUCTION AND CONTROL OF OIL POLLUTION SOURCED 
FROM SHIPS IN THE STRAIT OF MALACCA-SINGAPORE
Cooperative Mechanism among the three littoral countries consists 
of several programs. First, the cooperative Forum, a mechanism of 
dialogue, exchange of information, burden sharing between coastal 
states with stakeholders (user straits). Second, the Project Coordination 
Committee as the implementation of technical cooperation by involv-
ing sponsor in project implementation. Third, the Aids to Navigation 
Fund / ANF, is the collection and deposit of funds used to prevent 
and take action if there is contamination. Funding comes from the 
strait states, ship industry, oil industry, international organizations and 
NGOs (Non Government Organizations) are concerned about the 
safety of navigation and environment protection.
1.  Cooperation in Pollution Prevention Efforts
a. Sea lanes and the Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS)
 According to the International Hydrographic Organization, TSS is 
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setting route to separate shipping direction through the construc-
tion traffic. Sea lanes and traffic separation schemes provided for 
in Article 41 of UNCLOS, stated that states bordering straits shall 
cooperate to designate and to propose sea leans and prescribe 
traffic separation scheme for navigation. After the IMO approved 
TSS and the sea lanes, states bordering straits must announce 
the lanes and scheme to users’ straits. Ships that pass in the strait 
should respect the lanes and separation schemes. TSS formation 
means that the three littoral countries have a responsibility to ensure 
that the ship can sail in a predetermined route and guarantees the 
safety from the dangers of navigation without obstruction and wide 
enough maneuverability.
b. Vessel Traffic Systems (VTS) and Radar Facilities
 According to the IMO, VTS is a shore-side systems roommates 
range from the provision of simple information messages to ships, 
such as position of other traffic or meteorological hazard warnings, 
to extensive management of traffic within a port or waterway28. 
VTS or TSS are not restriction for transit passage and innocent 
passage across the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, but efforts 
to maintain the safety of shipping and environment protection 
around the strait29.
c. Mandatory Ship Reporting System
 Provisions regarding the Mandatory Ship Reporting System con-
tained in STRAITREP adopted by the IMO by Resolution MSC 73 
(69). Special to the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, are regulate 
in Resolution IMO NAV 56/3/1. STRAITREP goal is to improve 
the safety of shipping, ti protect marine environment, to facilitate 
displacement vessels, to support SAR operations and oil pollution 
response operations30. Ships which are entering the STRAITREP op-
28 International Maritime Organization, Vessel Traffic Services, [online] http://www.
imo.org/OurWork/Safety/Navigation/Pages/VesselTrafficServices.aspx
29 Mohd Hazmi Bin Mohd Rusli, 2011, “The Legal Feasibility of aTraffic Limitation 
Scheme in Straits Used for International Navigation: a Study of the Straits of Malacca 
and Singapore”, International Journal of Humanities and Social Science, 1 (6), page. 
127.
30 Captain Mark Heah Eng Siang, 1999, ”Implementation of Mandatory Ship 
Reporting in the Malacca and Singapore”, Singapore Journal of International & 
Comparative Law, page. 1-11.
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erational area shall report to VTIS (Vessel Traffic Information Sys-
tem) harbor where the vessel is located. The coastal State may detain 
ships that do not comply with STRAITREP. Violation of this provi-
sion will also be reported to the state flag.
2. Cooperation in Preparedness, Responsiveness and Mitigation of 
Pollution
The three states bordering straits have established an agree-
ment, Standard Operating Procedure for Joint Oil Spill Combat in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOP). SOP aims to set the action 
to be taken either individually (state) or together in combating oil spills 
from ships. Besides of that, the preparation and mitigation efforts 
are also initiated by ASEAN, namely ASEAN Oil Spill Response Plan 
(ASEAN-OSRAP). OSRAP ASEAN aims to enhance the ability of 
countries to respond oil spills. This partnership includes31:
1) conduct mutual visit by personnel responsible for oil pollution pre-
paredness and response;
2) undertake joint exercises and training for oil pollution combating;
3) Promote research and development of oil pollution combating 
measures, techniques and equipment;
4) Facilitate expeditious transboundary mobility of personnel, materi-
als and equipment in case of emergency.
Within the framework of ASEAN-OSRAP, national authorities of 
Member States shall inform the national authorities of other countries 
if there is an oil spill. National authority of Member States is a gov-
ernment agency designated as parties assigned to respond oil pollution 
as set forth in the National Emergency Plan for Oil Spill. The national 
authority may receive information from various sources and need to 
confirm the information. After confirmation, the national authorities 
will initiate pollution reporting system to other ASEAN countries.
National authorities who sea area affected by pollution is respon-
sible for taking action based on the area within the national oil spill 
contingency plan. When the oil spill occurred near the border of the 
31 Rosnani Ibrahim, International/Regional Cooperation to Oil Spill Response in the 
Straits of Malacca: an Overview. page.3, [online] http://www.pcs.gr.jp/doc/esympo-
sium/12169/95_rosnani_ibarahim_e.pdf
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two countries, so that the oil could potentially spread to the territorial 
sea of another country, then these countries should immediately set up 
an On-Scene Commander (OSC) is responsible for cleanup activities 
area. When the oil spill occurred near the border of several states, one 
state should immediately respond by geographic location rather than 
spread the spill. If necessary, the national authorities can ask for help 
and assistance to other member states.
3. Funding Cooperation on Marine Environment Protection in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore
The three littoral countries agreed that funding is not only the re-
sponsibility of coastal states. Trilateral cooperation between Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Singapore has resulted in funding mechanisms for funding 
and control of pollution. The mechanism is called a Navigation Aid (Aids 
to Navigation Fund / ANF), is the collection and deposit of funds used 
for the renewal and maintenance of navigational instruments. The fund-
ing sourced from the state bordering straits, ship industry, oil industry, 
international organizations and NGOs (Non Government Organizations) 
who are concerned about the safety of navigation and environmental 
protection. ANF Committee is consisting of representatives of littoral 
states to ensure transparency and accountability in the use of funds. Be-
cause it is voluntary, it is often difficult to get a coastal state funding for 
the sustainability of marine environmental protection activities.
Table 3 and 4 show that the contribution of funding by the users 
states and stakeholders are not sufficient to cover the financing needs of 
the care and upkeep of the facility navigation. In such case, the coastal 
state fund shortfall. Funding contribution from the users states, ship 
industries, and stakeholders are not in accordance with the value of 
the strategic Straits of Malacca and Singapore. Shipping in the Straits 
of Malacca and Singapore represent 36% of world shipping with 
trade commodities more than 390 billion USD32. Straits of Malacca 
and Singapore are also very valuable strategic for the EU economy, 
with trade value reached 116 billion USD33. Most of the traffic in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore is a cruise stopover (intermediar-
ies) which gives a great advantage to the users and the company ships 
32 European Institute for Asian Studies, 2011 page. 2.
33 Ibid., page. 3.
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but less profitable for the state coastal impartial. The actual funding 
contribution to marine environment protection incompatible with the 
principle of common but differentiated that explains that the state’s 
obligation to protect the environment in different environmental stan-
dards adjusted to the needs and conditions, economic development and 
contribution history on environmental problems. Whereas in Article 
203 of UNCLOS, developing countries are given preferential treatment 
by the international organizations in the allocation, technical assis-
tance and utilization of specific services organization (IMO).
Table 2. ANF Funding Contributions in 2009
No Country/Organization USD
1 United Arab Emirates 100.000
2. Republik of Korea 83.532
3. India 774.000
4. Nippon Foundation 2.500.000
5. Middle East Navigation Aids Service (MENAS) 1.000.000
6. Malacca Straits Council 500.000
7. International Maritime Organization 50.000
Total 5.007.532
Source: Maritime Institute of Malaysia34
Table 3. Comparison of Funding Contributions to Annual Average Cost
Year Contributions (US$) Annual Average Cost
2008 1.451.000 1.354.000
2009 5.007.532 5.500.000
2010 3.228.235 5.500.000
2011 2.934.500 5.500.000
Sources: MIMA and TTEG35
34 Mohd Hazmi Bin Mohd Rusli, Op.Cit., hlm. 128, see European Institute 
for Asian Studies, 2011, Report- EIAS Briefing Seminar The Straits of Ma-
lacca: Managing Strategic Waters in South-East Asia, Brussels, EIAS, page. 4
35 Mohd Hazmi Bin Mohd Rusli, Op.Cit., page. 213.
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4. The Role of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in Co-
operation IMO have issued several resolutions related to the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore. The resolution, among others:
a. Resolution A. 375 (X) November 1977 on the shipping across the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore which describes a new routing 
system including TSS, deep-water routes, and special regulations 
for ships VLCCs;
b. Resolution A.476 (XII) November 1981 on the shipping across the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore and Singapore Straits special rules 
governing changes to certain ships;
c. Resolution A. 545 (13) November 1993 on prevention of piracy 
and robbery against ships.
On 23 April 2012, the IMO issued a document about the route the 
ship, ship reporting applicable in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore. 
The document contains the procedure the night signals must be obeyed 
ships crossing the TSS area.
C. ROLE OF INDONESIA IN PREVENTING, REDUCING AND 
COMBATING SOURCED OIL POLLUTION FROM SHIPS IN 
THE STRAIT OF MALACCA-SINGAPORE
1. Oil Pollution Prevention and Control of Ships Through the Settings 
Disposal Operations
Marine environmental protection stipulated in Act No. 17 of 2008 
on Shipping, in particular in Chapter XII of the Marine environmental 
Protection by the government through the prevention and control of 
pollution from the operation of ships and port activities (Article 226 
paragraph 2). Every crew shall prevent and combat environmental 
pollution originating from ships (Article 227). Ships with a certain 
type and size shall include materials and equipment to handle oil 
pollution from ships and also equipped with a pattern of oil pollu-
tion response vessels (Article 228). Article 7 of Government Regula-
tion Number 21 of 2010 regulates more about prevention and material 
handling equipment. For vessels with a size of 100 GT or more and 
/ or size of an engine of 200 HP or at least should have a pollution 
prevention equipment includes: oil and water separator equipment, 
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dirty oil storage tank and standard discharge connection (Article 7 
paragraph (2)). Prevention equipment and materials for ship pollution 
prevention with specific types and sizes include: pelokalisir tool oil, oil 
suction material, absorbent material oil decomposing materials (Article 
7, paragraph (3)). While the obligation to complete the pattern of oil 
pollution prevention, must be prepared by the owner or operator of 
the ship. Pattern countermeasures include: emergency response pattern 
of pollution by oil and cargo other than oil. The pattern of response 
must be approved by the minister. Each ship prohibited waste, bal-
last water, sewage, garbage and hazardous and toxic chemicals into 
the water, except for distance, volume and quality of discharges are in 
compliance with laws and regulations (Article 229 paragraphs 1 and 2 
of Law 17 of 2008). Waste shall be stored on board and transferred to 
a storage facility at the port or terminal specific (Article 5, paragraph 4 
of Regulation No 21 of 2010).
2. Prevention of Oil Pollution from Ships Through Navigation Settings
Based on Article 42 paragraph (1) of UNCLOS, countries bor-
dering the straits may make regulations relating to the safety of ship-
ping and traffic arrangements. Navigate by Act No. 17 of 2008 is the 
process of directing the motion of the ship from one point to another 
safely and smoothly and to avoid the dangers and / or obstacles ship-
ping. To set the navigation takes some devices, such as navigational 
aids-cruise, cruise telecommunication, hydrographic and meteorologi-
cal, path crossings, dredging and reclamation pilotage, boat handling 
framework, Salvage and water for the benefit of the work that the safety 
of the ship.
Means-shipping navigational aids are devices or systems that are 
outside the ship designed or operated to improve efficiency safety and 
navigate the vessel and / or vessel traffic. Provision and maintenance 
of these facilities is the responsibility of the port authority (Article 83 
paragraph 1 of Law 17 of 2008). The government sets safety and se-
curity zone around the plant navigational aids (Article 119, paragraph 2 
of Act 17 of 2008). The owner or operator of a vessel sailing in Indone-
sia’s water beneficiary cost-Microscopy navigational aids that are non-
tax state revenue, except for certain vessels and vessel state (Article 176 
of Act 17 of 2008).
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The second instrument in navigating the telecommunications cruise, 
a special telecommunications services for shipping purposes. The pro-
visions on the imposition of costs and responsibilities for damages 
against the owner and/or operator of the ship is also true in this case 
(Article 181 and 182 of Law No. 17 of 2008). In addition to the 
imposition, the imposition of fees for services is also applicable in the 
integration of services (Article 198 paragraph 4).
3. Oil Spill Emergency Responses at Sea
Oil Spill Emergency Responses at Sea stipulated in President 
Regulation No. 109 in 2006. Disaster emergency oil spill in the sea is 
the action quickly, accurately, and coordinated to prevent and address 
the spread of the oil spill in the sea as well as tackling the environ-
mental impact of oil spills at sea to minimize the loss and damage to 
the marine environment. Coverage of the oil spill set out in this 
regulation is the oil derived from shipping activities, oil husbandry 
and other activities.
Emergency responders were divided into three categorizations. 
First, the Tier 1 oil spill emergency response occurring within or out-
side DLKP and DLKR Port, or unit of oil and gas or other activities 
unit, which can be handled by the facilities, infrastructure and person-
nel are available at the port or exploitation unit oil and gas or other ac-
tivities unit. Second, the Tier 2 oil spill response emergencies occurring 
within or outside DLKP and DLKR Port, or unit of oil and gas prop-
erties or units of other activities, which are not able to be handled 
by the facilities, infrastructure and personnel are available at the port 
or unit exploitation of oil and gas or other activities unit by level tier 
1. Third, emergency oil spill response that occurs within or outside 
DLKP and DLKR Port or unit oil and gas or other activities units are 
not able to be handled by the infrastructure, facilities, and person-
nel available in a given area based on the level or tier 2 spread across 
borders of the Republic of Indonesia.
V. CONCLUSION
International legal instrument govern the marine environment pro-
tection of oil pollution from ship (vessel). Those international legal 
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instruments are the most comprehensive and complete than the regu-
lation of marine pollution from other sources. Sources of marine envi-
ronmental protection laws can be found on the hard laws (conventions 
or international agreements) and soft laws (principles and customary 
law in the context of international environmental law). United Nations 
Convention Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is the main legal protection 
of the marine environment. Settings on the prevention, reduction and 
control, even the oil pollution liability of the vessel shall be regu-
lated by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ship, 1973, together 
with amendments of 1978 (MARPOL 1978) and Annex I (oil pollu-
tion prevention) regulations concerning the prevention of technical 
oil spill from the ship which must be adhered to by both the ship 
owners, ship operators and state party . Provisions of MARPOL 73/78 
more set on preventing oil spills from vessel operations. Neverthe-
less MARPOL 73/78 also regulates the prevention of pollution from 
accidents, although not regulate the navigation settings as preventive 
aspects. Settings on the prevention and mitigation of pollution in the 
form of an oil spill are set in the Convention on Oil Pollution Pre-
paredness, Response and Cooperation 1990 (OPRC). This Convention 
governs the emergency plan by oil pollution, reporting procedures, na-
tional systems in the preparation and control of pollution, as well as in-
ternational cooperation in pollution response. Arrangements regarding 
liability set forth in the Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Damage 
and its 1969 Protocol 1992 (CLC 1992) and the Convention on the 
Establishment of an International Fund For Compensation for Oil Pol-
lution Damage 1992 (FUND 1992). CLC 1992 applies the principle 
of strict liability (strict liability), in which the owner of the vessel at 
the time of the accident liable to replace any losses incurred. However, 
compensation in the CLC 1992 is limited, unless the pollution is the 
result of deliberate opator proven or vessel owner or omissions which 
are clearly unknown consequences.
Under UNCLOS Article 43 paragraph b, the users and the states 
bordering straits used for international navigation are required to coop-
erate in the prevention, reduction and control of pollution from ships. 
As a strait used for international navigation, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore are bounded by those provisions. Through a cooperative 
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mechanism that also involves other stakeholders (user states, the oil in-
dustries, ship industries, and NGOs IMO) have agreed to a variety of 
cooperation mechanisms. There are three forms of cooperation mech-
anisms are cooperative forum, project coordination committee, and 
aids to navigation Fund (ANF). For prevention, the arrangement agreed 
as Traffic Separation Scheme navigation (TSS), Vessel Traffic Systems 
(VTS), radar facilities, under keel clearance and mandatory ship report-
ing system. However, less attention trilateral cooperation prevention 
of pollution from ship operations (disposal, deballasting, and leaching 
tenaker). Pollution prevention aspects of the agreement with the Stan-
dard Operating Procedure for Joint Oil Spill Combat in the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore (SOP). SOP aims to set the action to be taken 
either individually (state) or together in tackling oil spills from ships. 
Besides the preparation and mitigation efforts are also initiated by 
ASEAN, namely ASEAN Oil Spill Response Plan (ASEAN-OSRAP). 
OSRAP ASEAN aims to improve the ability of countries to respond 
to oil spills. This plan provides a plan of cooperation to jointly as-
sistance from member countries and organizations in response to the 
oil spill. Regarding project funding agreement ANF mechanisms 
through the collection and deposit of funds in the form used for the re-
newal and maintenance of navigational instruments. Bailout funds for 
pollution prevention activities supported by the MSC in the form of 
The Malacca Straits Revolving Fund (Fund bailout for the Straits of 
Malacca and Singapore). Japan will provide funds amounting to 400 
million yen. Funds are used for a specific purpose in facilitating the 
cleanup operation so there is an oil spill incident by ship either by 
accident or routine. Funds may be lent to third countries in case of 
coastal oil spills in the sea and their oil spill impacts to the coastal 
state waters. This mechanism is a mechanism bailout fund, because the 
responsibility is on the pollutant contamination based on the prin-
ciple of polluter pays principle and strict liability set out in Jo CLC 
1969 CLC 1992. If the beach has received compensation from the 
polluters, the state institution shall refund to the MSC. However, 
the value of user contributions and industry users of the strait is not 
worth the value of the vital Straits of Malacca and Singapore for their 
economic sustainability.
Indonesia as a coastal state has sovereignty and sovereign rights in 
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the Straits of Malacca and Singapore is authorized by the UNCLOS 
(Article 42) to make regulations in terms of prevention, reduction and 
control of pollution impacts. The main legal protection of the marine 
environment Indonesia, Act No. 17 of 2008 on Shipping. Prevention 
and control of marine pollution originating from ships set out in the 
law. Act No. 17 of 2008 regulate the prevention sourced from opera-
tional vessel with set provisions on the conditions and restrictions ship 
seaworthy disposal at sea. Besides this law implicitly regulate pollution 
from prevention of accidents through navigation settings. Further 
provisions on the prevention and control of pollution regulated in 
Government Regulation No. 21 of 2010 on the Protection of Marine 
Environment. The Indonesian government has enacted President Regu-
lation No. 109 of 2006 on Disaster Emergency Due to Oil Spill in the 
Sea is set in. This regulation governs the institutional and emergency 
response information flow of oil spills at sea.
Considering there are several international conventions govern 
to the protection of the marine environment that has not been ratified 
by one or all of the coastal states (eg OPRC ratified by Malaysia and 
Singapore), the need for harmonization of ratification, accession and 
implementation of such conventions. Further, the special rules in the 
area of MARPOL 73/78, should the effort to establish the Straits of 
Malacca-Singapore as a special region, Particularly Sensitive Sea Area 
(PSSA) in IMO resolution. Such determination will bring positive im-
plications in the protection of the marine environment Straits of Ma-
lacca and Singapore. If it has been designated as PSSA, coastal states 
may have a strong argument to set rates for the purposes of supervi-
sion and protection of the straits.
Need to increase the participation and contribution of other stake-
holders (besides the littoral States) in cooperative forum, project co-
ordination, and the Aids to Navigation Fund and engagement more in 
control of oil pollution emergency plan as stipulated in the OPRC. One 
is the NGO. NGOs play an important role in ensuring the fulfillment of 
obligations in full to industry involved and assist in the enforcement 
of the law to the breaking ships. Besides NGOs, the involvement of 
the state and users industries of the strait also be increased from the 
aspect of participation in the discussion forums and contribute funding. 
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Apart from the aspect of contribution, cooperation mechanisms also 
need to regulate prohibition of deliberate oil dumping. Article 194 
paragraph (3) letter b UNCLOS 1982 confirms that the measures to be 
taken in the protection and preservation of the marine environment, not 
only related to the safety of navigation, but also the prevention of the 
intentional disposal. Most of the results of cooperative mechanism 
focus on safety of navigation so it does not give more attention to the 
discussion on the prevention, prohibition and control of illegal dump-
ing. Though the activities of oil waste disposal and cleaning of ships is 
the most dominant of oil pollution in the Straits of Malacca and Singa-
pore. Therefore we need special arrangements, including increasing 
the capacity of the port state control in the investigation and prosecu-
tion ship responsible for the illegal disposal of oil. Need for regional 
assessment to assess the condition of the marine environment in the 
Straits of Malacca and Singapore. The existence of the data obtained 
as a result of this assessment is used for materials management strategy 
and policy formulation Malacca and Singapore Straits.
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